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Design Elements: Shades of Gray 

Sponsored by Crescent Brands 



Lots of texture and lots of tints, tones and shades 

remain popular for 2024, in both gray and brown. 



Wallpaper is everywhere! 

West Elm  

Feather Palm 

Leftbank Art 

Changes VII 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leftbank Art 

Continuous Dots 



White is still popular 

though features more  

brown woods, naturals, 

and stone. 

Andrea Rugg Photographer 

Marc Mauldin Photographer 

Chuck Collier Photographer 



Welcome to Greige, a color between gray and beige.  

Any warm gray or cool beige could be labeled as greige. 



When using neutrals, add 

natural elements and 

texture. Materials 

including weathered 

wood, nubby linen, and 

art all add interest. 

 

 
Image credit: Albion Nord 



The biggest color trend is brown everything, 

from mushroom brown to taupe, mocha, and espresso. 

Ashley Montgomery Design 



Sometimes it’s the addition of color…sometimes its the rhythm of pattern. 

Warm yellow based gray walls are contrasted with tinted gray furniture. 

The big color accent is the neutral brown patterned flooring. 



Greige/taupe base monochrome with purple accent. 



Brown neutrals, black, and patterns with neon accents. 

Love the framing. 



Neutral Color Theory 



Every color has a tone—a grayed color—in the  

color spectrum that may become a neutral.  



Basics 

Review 

Black, white 

and gray have 

always been 

considered 

neutrals.  

 

But all tinted, 

toned and 

shaded colors 

are also 

considered 

neutrals. 





Tints, Tones and Shades of a Color 

 

 

If gray is added the result is a tone. 

If white is added to a color it is a tint.  

If black is added it becomes a shade. 



What’s a Neutral? 

Every color on the color wheel has a tint and shade  

in the color spectrum that is a neutral.  





Sherwin-Williams paint samplers 



Color Based Neutral Tints, Tones, Shades  

    blue         yellow         red               blue          yellow          red   



Crescent Brands Specifier Card(s) 

Neutrals Specifier for 

Shades of Gray  

2024 & 2017. 

 

2024 features neutrals 

broken into red, yellow, 

blue families illustrating 

tints, tones and  

shades of each. 

 

A color dot could be 

applied to mat corner 

sample for easy reference 

when designing. 



Neutrals in Framing 



Original Chinese 

Watercolor 

Subtle color 

contrast, still 

neutral 

 



Florence, Italy 
LE Etching 

Pale blue gray,  

warm white and warm 

gray triple rag mat  

with spacer 



Original art – set of 3 

Asian proportions elongate 

Busy frames demand attention 



Warm white expands image. 

Spacer adds depth. 

Top warm neutral ties  

to browns in the horse. 



Pearl white rag enlarges image. 

Warm gray rag top brings the eye 

into the gray of the horse. Dark 

frame aligns with the ink. 



Shitake silk top mat. 

Tan rag second mat. 

Gray deep bevel wrap third mat. 

Pearl white rag liner mat. 



Traditionally framed with team 

colors, but think outside the box 

and try neutrals 



White as a Neutral 

 

Color enriches and enlivens art, but there 

is nothing wrong with white on white.  

 

Asian theory states the blank white page  

is already a completed work of art…so 

bright white or warm white rag mats can 

easily enhance fine art.  

 



Creating dimension 



LE calligraphy 
 

Under tiered 8-ply  

with whit liner,  

spacer beneath 



Italian Etching 
Three white tints  

(crème, white, warm white) 

for four mats with spacer. 

Top mat is used to break up 

the negative space. 



Contemporary 
Narrower yet…double rag  

white on white mat with spacer  

in Nielsen #34-21 metal 

Mats don’t always need to 

be 4” wide, they need to 

meld with the art 



Black as a Neutral 



Black, gray and white 

continues to trend 



Eyvind Earle 

High Gloss Serigraph 
 

triple mat with fillet and  

8-ply pin stripe at top 



Textural rather than  

smooth black cap frame,  

double rag mat with spacer  

over signed mounted photo 

Traditional B&W photo 

framing is evolving 



Original Gilded  

Calligraphy 
 

floated art 

black on black on black 

with gold fillet 



Metallics 
 

Gold & silver  

are also considered 

neutrals 



Neutral 

Monochromatic Palettes 



Gray Scale 

A monochromatic  

palette is fine, but 

introducing a color  

or accent will control  

the eye and complete  

the picture. 



Monochromatic Palette 



Pastel Tints &  

Soothing Neutrals 



Grayed Tones and Tints 



Gray Monochrome 



Brown Monochrome 



Colors of the Year 2024 



 US/UK Paint Colors of the Year 



Behr Cracked Pepper 

A neutral soft black with warm brown undertones adapting to  

any style from midcentury modern to rustic farmhouse. 



A deep olive neutral shade that's perfect for cozy lounge spaces,  

a sanctuary for well-being and comfortable sophistication. 

Dunn Edwards Ironside 



Greene & Brown Viridis 

Ashley Montgomery Design 



C2 Thermal 



Valspar Renew Blue 



Dunn-Edwards Skipping Stones 



Sherwin Williams Upward 

A light, airy, cool 

blue that creates  

a natural, healing 

atmosphere. 



Benjamin Moore Blue Nova 

One of a palette,  

or used as an  

accent color. 



Glidden (PPG) Limitless 

A warm toned yellow, honey beige. 



Sherwin Williams HGTV Persimmon 



Pantone 2024 Peach Fuzz 

"The color is one whose warm and  

welcoming embrace conveys a message of compassion  

and whose cozy sensibility brings people together  

and enriches the soul."  

 
Laurie Pressman, VP Pantone Color Institute 



Global Color 2024 

International colors from Coloro + WGSN 

• Coloro is a color system based on hue, lightness and chroma 

• WGSN is the World's Global Style Network 

Intense Rust       Midnight Plum     Sustained  Grey      Apricot Crush      Cool Matcha 



Other Paschke classes WCAF 2024 

Mastering Mounting: Sensitive Items 
Monday, 3:30-5:30pm 

 

 

Mastering Mounting: Float Frame Trends 
Tuesday, 9:00-11:00am 

 

Mastering Mounting: Handling Digitals 
Tuesday, 12:30-2:30pm 



Paschke Online 

Article Archive and Reference Library 

 
 

https://designsinkart.com/library.shtml 
 

Articles by Subject:  
West Coast Art & Frame PowerPoint and PDF 



Chris A Paschke, CPF GCF 

Designs Ink 

Tehachapi, CA 

www.DesignsInkArt.com/Library.shtml 


